
Happy Tuesday

• Reminders:

– Read Book 13 of the Odyssey for Block day

– Vocab Workshop (VW) Quiz – Unit 1 – Friday!

– Thesis statement due in Google Classroom –
Friday – 7:30 am



Writing the Thesis

Where do I begin?



The Prompt
Determine what the prompt is asking:

# 1 Select two motifs in the Odyssey such as 
recklessness, temptation, monsters, gods, hubris, 
metis, or xenia. Analyze how each motif impacts 
Odysseus’ journey and assess which one ultimately has 
the greatest impact (positive or negative) on the ability 
to achieve nostos. 

The thesis statement must directly answer the 
question posed by the prompt and provide 
reasons in support of that answer.



In other words . . .

1. State two motifs (Hubris? Temptation? 
Monsters?) and whether each affects nostos
positively or negatively.

2. State which of the two motifs has the 
greater impact on achieving nostos.

Hint: Don’t be too specific. Your thesis might say that 
monsters detain them from achieving nostos, but to say 
that Polyphemus holds them back is too limiting. 
Polyphemus would be only one of your three examples in 
one body paragraph. 
Remember that the thesis is comparing two motifs, so 
both motifs must be mentioned. 



Thesis Example

Both rain and snow keep the mailman from 
delivering the mail on time, but snow has the 
most detrimental effect on prompt mail 
delivery.

Motif +/- impact

Argument

Drowsiness sometimes hinders the mailman 
from getting the mail delivered accurately, but 
his thermos of coffee significantly lessens the 
errors and ensures correct delivery.



The Prompt
Determine what the prompt is asking:
• # 2 – Select two important traits exhibited by an 

effective leader. Based on those identified 
standards, analyze Odysseus’s leadership skills 
and explain whether or not he can ultimately be 
considered an effective leader. 

• The thesis statement must directly answer 
the question posed by the prompt by taking 
a position and providing reasons in support
of that position.



In other words . . .
First, determine what qualities make a good leader. (A 
discussion of general leadership qualities can be part of 
your introduction.)
1. State which two traits exemplify good leadership.
2. State whether or not Odysseus can be considered 

an effective leader based on those two standards.

Hint: Don’t be too specific. Your thesis might state that 
Odysseus’s resourcefulness makes him a good leader, but you 
don’t want to say that ensuring that Circe releases his men from 
her spell makes him a good leader because that would be too 
limiting. That would be only one of your three examples of 
resourcefulness in the body paragraph.
Make sure you have sufficient examples of the leadership 
qualities you choose to analyze.



Thesis Example

Consistently hitting home runs and successfully
stealing bases qualifies Jose Altuve as a 
superior baseball player.

+/- Baseball trait argument

Although Jose Altuve has a poor record for 
hitting into double plays, his superior batting 
average outweighs any deficiencies to qualify 
him as an outstanding baseball player.



What should I avoid?

• Be-verbs (is, am, are, was, were, be, been, being)

Thus, you will NOT write:

There are many temptations that cause . . . 

Odysseus is resourceful . . .

Instead, you WILL write: 

Succumbing to temptation causes Odysseus . . . .

Odysseus’s resourcefulness determines. . .

Using a be-verb will subtract 50 points from your grade.



What should I avoid?

• 1st person pronouns (I, me, we, us)

• 2nd person pronouns (you)

Thus, you will NOT write:

–I believe that temptations . . . 

–You can see that resourcefulness . . .

Using a 1st or 2nd person pronoun will subtract 
50 points from your grade.



What should I avoid?

• Contractions

Thus, you will NOT write:

Odysseus can’t get home because . . .

Odysseus doesn’t qualify as a leader because . . .

Instead, you WILL write:

Odysseus cannot get home . . .

Odysseus does not qualify . . .

Using a contraction will subtract 10 points from your 
grade.



Remember

• The thesis is ONE sentence only. It is not two 
independent clauses joined by a semicolon. 
For example, you cannot say: Both rain and 
snow keep mailmen from completing their 
deliveries promptly; snow makes a more 
significant impact than rain. Instead, you can 
say:  While both rain and snow can keep 
mailmen from completing their deliveries 
promptly, snow ultimately has the more 
detrimental effect.


